Abstract. This article presents an approach to Data Matrix code analysis used during preparation of the exposure machine. Tasks realized by the machine are described in a defined way.
Introduction
Systems saving and transferring information in the form of a "Code Image" are receiving more and more attention.
This technique allows saving data array using an image, and next faultlessly and automatically inputting these into a process which requires them. The authors took up the subject of application of such transfer of parameters in the process of printed circuit manufacturing, or more specifically, during the exposure process, which will transfer the responsibility from the machine's operator to the team preparing the production. Latest exposure machines are not just material, photopolymer, film and a light source.
Nowadays, an exposure machine measures, positions, and generates data documenting an exposure cycle. Moreover, the analyzed system will ensure correctness verification of film choice, along with a possibility to set its critical parameters related to positioning and exposure (Fig. 1) .
Over the years numerous image processing algorithms enhancing the reading of data saved in Data Matrix were created. These methods serve to correctly process (to binary) an input image whose quality does not allow the encoded information to be read automatically.
The main problems with a correct reading of encoded information arise when defining: • Data Matrix resolution (size of a single point).
• Uneven exposure during image acquisition.
• Frequent soil occurrence on the element observed by the camera, as well as on the camera's lens.
The method proposed by us uses the Radon transformation. In the past, there were attempts at using the aforementioned transformation to analyze and recognize Data Matrix [2] . The authors of the cited work, however, did not provide detailed method of algorithm implementation.
Data matrix image analyze characteristics
In the proposed system, we deal with a static camera, positioned perpendicularly to the observed element and is an integral part of the whole device ( Moreover, the information content of the code varies.
Data matrix may be used only for identification, or it could contain information specific for a task (Fig. 3 ). Due to this feature, despite knowing the camera's position in relation to the observed scene we are unable to define the size of a single point carrying information in Data Matrix.
As a result, system has to automatically calibrate the size of this point.
In It means that performing a Radon transform for an edge image and finding a maximum value for this function we can define the angle of our image. However, any occurrence of soil on the lens or film (scratches etc.), can induce serious errors. That is why in the process of angle analysis of the image we look for a pair of values R θ1 (ρ) and R θ2 (ρ) where the image angle
Image angle defined this way allows to proceed to further analysis of information from the function R θ (ρ). Using the Radon transform we define the local maxima for angles θ 1 and θ 2 . The found local maxima for previously defined angles will create sets of lines A θ1 and A θ2 for which:
and where δ > 0.
Every one of the sets contains coefficients of lines that are mutually parallel, and at the same time perpendicular when compared set to set (4). 
The coefficients of lines contained in sets
where l(A) -the size of the set. The median value m d for a calculated matrix d A value defines the distance to the next "sign" in Data Array.
Owing to previous assumptions, we can assume that the L set of boundary lines for the sign contained in Data Array is defined as:
Experimental results
A series of trials for real images registered by the exposure machine were conducted, however, the preliminary research was conducted for synthetic images. Images which were used can be divided into three groups.
The first group contained images whose single Data Matrix cell dimensions are 5×5 pixels, the second group consisted of 3×3 pixel cell images, and in the last group the basic image code cell had dimensions equal 2×2 pixels.
For all three groups trials were conducted. 
Conclusion
This article presents a new approach to Data Matrix code analysis used during preparation of the exposure machine.
The proposed method bases on Radon Transform. The research was limited to only comparing the original data matrix image to the one read by the proposed system. Acquired results are promising, regarding the fact that image code has a security code hidden within. It allows to eliminate mistakes resulting from image processing methods'
imperfections.
Of course, the presented method will be improved and researched also concerning correction through CRC included in data matrix. The results will be presented in next articles.
